GLOBAL AWARENESS RUBRIC

**Definition:**
Global Awareness is a capacity that incorporates the attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary for a person to competently and perceptively navigate the challenges and opportunities of a globalized world in a way that promotes the greater good.

**Attitudes:**
Shows interest in and understanding of the values and beliefs of cultures other than one’s own; demonstrates willingness to suspend own cultural biases in order to appreciate multiple global perspectives.

5) Exemplary 4) Successful 3) Adequate 2) Inadequate 1) Not Demonstrated

**Knowledge:**
Identifies and explains the relevance of historical, demographic, social, cultural, political, economic, and/or environmental factors to a global issue(s).

5) Exemplary 4) Successful 3) Adequate 2) Inadequate 1) Not Demonstrated

**Skill:**
Analyzes proposed solutions to an international problem and makes a recommendation(s) that contributes to the global common good.

5) Exemplary 4) Successful 3) Adequate 2) Inadequate 1) Not Demonstrated